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Dialogue without reconciliation. Continental and analytical tradition in contemporary 
France

The paper is devoted to the study of the controversy between analytical and continental 

philosophies in contemporary France. Being far from becoming a problem of history, this 

controversy in the contemporary French philosophy gains the form of debate of post-

modernists (J. Derrida, F. Liotard) and French admirers of the analytical philosophy 

(J. Bouveresse, P. Angel, S. Logier). The paper investigates the historical origins of the 

controversy reaching the first half of the 20th century, when the basic subjects of French 

philosophy were formed as such that excluded any attention to the problems raised by 

English-Austrian and then by English-American thought. The French philosophy has 

gone through the “linguistic change” only in the 60’s of the 20th century, but semiologic 

version of the language philosophy differed radically from the semantic and further lin-

guistic philosophy developed by the analytic tradition. The author studies the attempt of 

French philosophers of the analytical trend of the 80—90’s of the 20th century to re-

nounce the ideas of philosophy and style of the thought used by the “vanguard philoso-

phers” of the 60—70’s and the differences between the “continental” and analytical phi-

losophy articulated by them which rather belong to the stylistic level (clearness, 

argumentation, dialogue), than the content level of the theses and methods. 

Keywords: continental philosophy, analytical philosophy, semiologic philosophy, post-

analytical philosophy, oikumenism, the thought style, discursive style, unthinkable, in-

most, unprecedented, argumentation, dialogue, clearness. 
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Difference without distinction

The paper is devoted to the problem of difference without distinction between the ana-

lytical and continental philosophies which cannot be formulated at the level of certain 

metaphilosophy but remains absolutely real and sufficiently perceptible at the level of the 

method used by philosophers in studying philosophy. Being far from the position of ecu-

menism and the idea of overcoming the distinctions of two traditions in post-analytical 
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philosophy, the author emphasizes that, in spite of the divergences in education, style and 

interests which tend, to a more or less extent, to the history of philosophy, one gains an 

impression that the question is in two different disciplines which difference is reduced to 

the variation in the rules of the same (philosophic) game. The author does not think that 

the dialogue between representatives of those positions, which retains the latter un-

changed, may be useful and will favour the rapprochement of the two philosophic tra-

ditions.

Keywords: analytical philosophy, continental philosophy,, linguistic philosophy, descrip-

tive and normative levels of philosophy, style, argument, refutation, analytical canon, he-

roic and vanguard conception of philosophy.
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Difference of severance. Heidegger and Levi-Strauss 

The paper is devoted to the comparison of notions of difference by Heidegger and sever-

ance by Levi-Strauss. A possibility of comparison is caused by a broader context of the 

notion of structure however it is used by Heidegger and Levi-Strauss in various intellec-

tual projects: Dasein analysis by the former and anthropologic investigations by the latter. 

The author proves that most contemporary French philosophers address the problem of 

structure by Heidegger through a prism of structural anthropology of Levi-Strauss. 

Keywords: difference, severance, structure, distinguishing, spacing.
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Ontological structures, cohesions and modalities de re. Structural realism

The paper deals with the nature of ontological structures. The metaphysical assumption 

of the existence of ontological structures allows explaining both the singularity of things 

and cohesion between them. The author adheres to the standpoint of structural realism, 

according to which ontological structures exist independent of our representation ability. 

He suggests that things are made up from tropes, and that these tropes are connected with 

each other by a strong cohesion, which goes beyond the relations of copresence. It is 

confirmed that the cohesion is grounded in ontological necessity, and that adequate un-

derstanding of ontological structures thus requires an appeal to the modality de re which 

cannot be reduced to the modality de dicto. In this way modal ontology plays a central role 

in the investigation and description of ontological structures. 

Keywords: structural realism, ontological structures, ontological modalities. 
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Europe as a philosophic theme and political problem 

Europe is defined in the paper as one of the leading subjects of neo-European political 

philosophy which cannot be thought beyond its practical dimension; in theoretical aspect 

the core of the European problem is the universal character of European values, while in 

the practical one that is the realization of those universal values in the political order. The 

problem of the unity and diversity of Europe in the both aspects is a motive power of the 

modern European history; in political aspect it passes from the unity of European nations 

in a single civilization to deny the values and belongings in favour of a single civilization. 

The author also analyses the problems of formation of the young European nations, 

Ukraine in particular, in the present conditions. 

Keywords: Europe, culture, policy, nations, civilization.
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European othernesses

The author proposes to consider Europe rather from the viewpoint of its cultural and 

political othernesses than from the viewpoint of its cultural and political identity; i.e. to 

analyze a network of relations upheld by the European nations between themselves, con-

stituting on the basis of their opposition and identification with other nations and upheld 

by Europe as a whole with those which are not Europe. The paper outlines the trends of 

studying the European othernesses in two determining, in the author’s opinion, fields: the 

linguistic one — a field of national languages and their inter-relations and the historical 

one — a field of the national histories and their interrelations, which are implemented by 

the author in his book of the same title.
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“The question is whether we find the uniting themes for new Europe”

The exchange of opinions between the author and Ukrainian translator of Popular 

Statement of Political Philosophy touches specificity of this work and political philoso-

phy stated in it, in particular, political philosophy and life of the community, role of 

politics in human life, specificity of French philosophy, place in it of the method of 

philosophizing personified by P. Manent following R. Aron. The problem of European 

modernism is one of the central problems for today’s political philosophy in the opin-

ion of both interlocutors; its solution, with respect to the specificity of each European 

country, should propose all the European countries a certain political perspective, 
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which search is now the cause of not only politics but also intellectuals and all the 

European community. 
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What is the news? The Middle Ages 

The author defends the thesis according to which the Middle Ages time is an essential 

element in the creation of our modern cultural identity due to the fact that just this inter-

mediate epoch prepares conditions that permit in Modern Times to absorb the legacy of 

Antiquity. It is stressed that only now, having liberated ourselves from the modernist atti-

tude toward the Middle Ages, we start to understand their role in our cultural and intel-

lectual development. 
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